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Nine Dayak Nights
An introductory book that provides theoretical, practical,and application coverage
of the emerging field of type-2 fuzzylogic control Until recently, little was known
about type-2 fuzzy controllersdue to the lack of basic calculation methods available
for type-2fuzzy sets and logic—and many different aspects of type-2fuzzy control
still needed to be investigated in order to advancethis new and powerful
technology. This self-contained referencecovers everything readers need to know
about the growing field. Written with an educational focus in mind, Introduction
toType-2 Fuzzy Logic Control: Theory and Applications uses acoherent structure
and uniform mathematical notations to linkchapters that are closely related,
reflecting the book’scentral themes: analysis and design of type-2 fuzzy
controlsystems. The book includes worked examples, experiment andsimulation
results, and comprehensive reference materials. The bookalso offers downloadable
computer programs from an associatedwebsite. Presented by world-class leaders
in type-2 fuzzy logic control,Introduction to Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Control: Is useful for
any technical person interested in learningtype-2 fuzzy control theory and its
applications Offers experiment and simulation results via downloadablecomputer
programs Features type-2 fuzzy logic background chapters to make thebook selfcontained Provides an extensive literature survey on both fuzzy logic andrelated
type-2 fuzzy control Introduction to Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Control is aneasy-to-read
reference book suitable for engineers, researchers,and graduate students who
want to gain deep insight into type-2fuzzy logic control.

History of the Caribbean
Your MBA Game Plan, Third Edition
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

Getting Started with Python Data Analysis
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This is a maintenance and repair manual for the DIY mechanic. It provides all you
need to know about servicing the Citroen 2CV.

Citroen 2CV Owner's Workshop Manual
This text features interesting textures to feel, such as smooth paintwork or bumpy
tyres. The combination of simple text, illustrations and things to feel will help very
young children develop sensory and language awareness.

Truck Full of Ducks
The full-color guide to making the most of your iPhone The iPhone is a hugely
popular smartphone that offers many convenient features, including a camera,
turn-by-turn driving directions, a calendar, and more. But if you’re just adopting
one for the first time, chances are you could use a friendly companion to help you
make sense of its features. The easy-to-follow steps in this book will help you
manage, personalize, and communicate using your new iPhone. With iPhone For
Seniors For Dummies, you will discover how to do everything from shop online and
organize appointments using iCal, to taking and sharing pictures and downloading
and listening to your favorite music. Stay in touch with FaceTime and email Use
iCal and Reminders to stay organized Share photos, play games, and read e-books
Download and use apps There’s no better resource around for first-time, over-50
iPhone users!

That's Not My Owl-You blunder into the grand opening of a new hospital, sign up to volunteer and,
with considerable reluctance, let yourself be assigned to the ER. What starts as a
Monday evening lark eventually becomes a life-changing experience. Your new
course leads from the ER to becoming a volunteer EMT and, later, a paramedic and
a perennial night school student. Eventually, at an age when others might be
thinking of retiring to play golf, you quit your job, move away from home, and go
back to college as a physician assistant student with strangers less than half your
age. This book details the often humorous experience that follows from a
perspective that hopefully will help others follow their own paths, whatever they
may be. Along the way, new experiences evoke old memories, while new friends,
teachers, and patients teach important new lessons. The book comes full circle
with a view of what it is like to be a PA, one of U.S. News & World Report's “50
hottest careers.”

Handbook of Orthopaedic Rehabilitation
Theoretical Foundation Engineering provides up-to-date, state-of-the-art reviews of
the existing literature on lateral earth pressure, sheet pile walls, ultimate bearing
capacity of shallow foundations, holding capacity of plate and helical anchors in
sand and clay, and slope stability analysis. The discussion of the ultimate bearing
capacity of shallow foundations is the most comprehensive presentation on the
subject to be found anywhere, and the review of earth anchors is unique to this
book. In addition, each chapter includes several topics which have never appeared
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in any other book. The treatment is primarily theoretical and does not in any way
compete with existing foundation design books. This is the only textbook of its
kind. Not only will it be welcomed by teachers and first-year graduate students of
geotechnical engineering, but it will be a useful reference for graduate students
and consultants in the the field, as well as being a valuable addition to any civil
engineering library.

Maiden and the Monster
Molly Bishop loves living in Manhattan and managing a boutique luxury hotel. She's
about to be promoted to her dream job of General Manager, the role she's been
striving for her entire career. There's only one thing standing in her way. The will of
her childhood friend, Christian Ford's grandfather. She hasn't even seen Christian
in over ten years, but a recent run-in with his grandfather during a rare visit home,
resulted in a new condition to the will. Christian will only inherit the ranch he's
been running and the real estate development business that he has expanded, if
he marries Molly and stays married for at least six months.

Comic Books and America, 1945-1954
The MBA has rapidly become the world’s most desired degree, with graduates of
top business schools landing six-figure pay packages in private equity, high-tech,
investment banking, and management consulting. As a result, the competition for
admission into select programs is fierce; some schools admit less than 10 percent
of applicants. This third edition of Your MBA Game Plan includes even more sample
essays and resumes from successful applicants, fresh insight on 35 leading
business schools from around the world, and advice specifically tailored to
international applicants. It will show you how to: Select target schools and highlight
the personal characteristics and skill sets they seek Navigate the “GMAT or GRE?”
question Assess your own candidacy with the objective eye of an MBA admissions
officer Craft compelling essays and resumes that highlight your most salient
attributes and make you stand out to the admissions committee Avoid the
mistakes that ruin thousands of applicants’ chances each year Perform flawlessly
during your admissions interviews

iPhone For Seniors For Dummies
"That's not my owl-- its tummy is too tufty! Another addition to the best-selling
touchy-feely series, sure to delight babies and young children"--From the
publisher's web site.

In Bethlehem Long Ago
Titanic new talent Ross Burach breathes fresh life into tried and true topics -trucks and ducks! -- in this laugh-out-loud comedy of errors!

King Larry
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GED Language Arts, Reading
Provides a brief history of the Boy Scouts' Pinewood Derby as well as diagrams,
templates, and tips to help parents and children gain a competitive edge in a
Pinewood Derby race.

Six Months in Montana
Prepare for the unfamiliar When every bit of human magic disappears suddenly
from Vastia, it falls on the familiars—Aldwyn the telekinetic cat, Skylar the know-itall blue jay, and Gilbert the gullible tree frog—to find the Crown of the Snow
Leopard, an ancient relic that can reverse the curse. They learn that the only way
to do this is by following in the paw prints of Aldwyn’s missing father, who went
searching for the Crown several years earlier. This magical spirit trail extends into
the Beyond, where our heroes encounter new enemies and danger, while Aldwyn
learns about his mysterious past. Full of high-flying adventure and heartwarming
friendships, Secrets of the Crown will make readers want to get even more familiar
with The Familiars!

Making Natural Liquid Soaps
MacCormick's `Institutions of Law' is the culmination of a lifetime's work in legal
theory by one of the world's most respected legal theorists. Featuring an
impressive collection of contributions from well-known legal theorists from around
the world, all of whom are familiar with MacCormick’s work, this collection provides
a cutting edge account of the book’s significance.

Practical Monitoring
This book is an examination of police, courts, and corrections management as well
as personnel and financial administration and criminal justice employees' rights.

The Lean Entrepreneur
Introduction To Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Control
While escaping from the strange men that are after him in London, Jimmy
discovers he possesses many unusual talents for an eleven-year-old boy.

A Gift Upon the Shore
“A poignant expression of the durability, grace, and potential of the human spirit”
set in a post-nuclear dystopia where words are worth killing for (Jean M. Auel,
author of the Earth’s Children series). By the late twenty-first century, civilization
has nearly been destroyed by overpopulation, economic chaos, horrific disease,
and a global war that brought a devastating nuclear winter. On the Oregon coast,
two women—writer Mary Hope and painter Rachel Morrow—embark on an
audacious project to help save future generations: the preservation of books, both
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their own and any they can find at nearby abandoned houses. For years, they labor
in solitude. Then they encounter a young man who comes from a group of
survivors in the South. They call their community the Ark. Rachel and Mary see the
possibility of civilization rising again. But they realize with trepidation that the
Arkites believe in only one book—the Judeo-Christian bible—and regard all other
books as blasphemous. And those who go against the word of God must be
cleansed from the Earth . . . In this “thought-provoking” novel of humanity, hope,
and horror, M.K. Wren displays “her passionate concern with what gives life
meaning (Library Journal).

Theoretical Foundation Engineering
Justice Administration
They were far away. They had been coercively separated. Half a world apart. He
was in india, while she in US. Some say that long distance relationships do not
work. They knew just one thing: love works. And they possessed just one asset:
hope, It worked for them, even without hearing each other's voice for months,
even without seeing each other's voice face for almost half a year. Six months
later, she was coming back to india for just a week. Their exitement touched the
pinnacle of joy, in hope that their timeless wait was going to be over the moment
they would behold each ohter's light. But somethihng happens. Love fails. Hope
survives. Or vice-versa? What happens next ? Come and find out tourself in the
continuing story of Kanav and Tanya

Secrets of the Crown
GED reading prep guide sharpens reading comprehension abilities, skill by skill.

Law as Institutional Normative Order
Presents a fictionalized account of Joe DiMaggio's hitting streak in 1941 and his gift
of being able to see the future.

Painful Yarns
A team of world-class contributors present you with authoritative guidance on the
latest evaluation, diagnosis, and rehabilitation approaches for a full range of
musculoskeletal problems. The result is an indispensable guide to planning
effective rehabilitation and ensuring optimal post-surgical outcomes for the most
common injuries to the joints and muscular system. Differential diagnosis included
at the beginning of each chapter for quick and accurate diagnosis of
musculoskeletal conditions Assess a body joint's range quickly with the regional
assessment boxes in every chapter Find information easily with new portrait
oriented rehabilitation protocols

Metric Handbook
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Recipes for making liquid soaps, including herbal shower gels, conditioning
shampoos, moisturizing hand soaps, luxurious bubble baths, and more.

Essential Manager's Manual
The format of Mental Arithmetic differs from that of traditional mental arithmetic
materials in that pupils read the questions themselves, use rough paper for
workings out, and write down their answers. It provides intensive practice in all
areas of the maths curriculum.

Jimmy Coates: Assassin?
Geometry
* Take a look at the dedicated microsite for free sample content architecturalpress.com/the-metric-handbook * Originally devised as a guide for
converting from imperial to metric measurements, 'The Metric Handbook' has since
been totally transformed into the major handbook of planning and design data for
architects. This new edition has been updated to account of the most recent
changes to regulation and practice – in particular the increasing emphasis on
environmental legislation - to meet the needs of the modern building design
professional. The Metric Handbook deals with all the principal building types from
airports, factories and warehouses, offices shops and hospitals, to schools,
religious buildings and libraries. For each type the book gives the basic design
requirements and all the principal dimensional data, as well as succinct guidance
on how to use the information and what regulations the designer may need to be
aware of. As well as buildings the Metric Handbook deals with broader aspects of
design such as materials, acoustics and lighting, and general design data on
human dimensions and space requirements. The Metric Handbook is a unique
authoritative reference for solving everyday planning problems. It has sold well
over 100,000 copies worldwide to successive generations of architects and
designers – this is a book that truly belongs on every design office desk and
drawing board.

Mental Arithmetic
This remarkable book provides a portrait of the lesser-known peoples of Sarawak,
New Zealand: the Land Dayaks. Written by an anthropologist who came to know
these people during a two-year stay in their remote village, the study--introduced
by a folktale imparted to the author by the leading spirit-medium in the village--is a
masterly analysis based on sound anthroplogical techniques and informed with
understanding, affections, and humor. Geddes describes the life of the Land
Dayaks--their traditions, beliefs, and their attitudes toward things around
them--and reveals not only their differences from, but also their similarities to the
greater world of humanity outside their community. Originally published in 1957,
this study has lost none of its freshness or fascination.

That's Not My Tractor
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Scarlet Paine is still evolving as a vampire, and struggling to come to terms with
the impending death of her new love, Sage.

Ouch! That Hearts..
Learn to use powerful Python libraries for effective data processing and analysis
About This Book Learn the basic processing steps in data analysis and how to use
Python in this area through supported packages, especially Numpy, Pandas, and
Matplotlib Create, manipulate, and analyze your data to extract useful information
to optimize your system A hands-on guide to help you learn data analysis using
Python Who This Book Is For If you are a Python developer who wants to get
started with data analysis and you need a quick introductory guide to the python
data analysis libraries, then this book is for you. What You Will Learn Understand
the importance of data analysis and get familiar with its processing steps Get
acquainted with Numpy to use with arrays and array-oriented computing in data
analysis Create effective visualizations to present your data using Matplotlib
Process and analyze data using the time series capabilities of Pandas Interact with
different kind of database systems, such as file, disk format, Mongo, and Redis
Apply the supported Python package to data analysis applications through
examples Explore predictive analytics and machine learning algorithms using Scikitlearn, a Python library In Detail Data analysis is the process of applying logical and
analytical reasoning to study each component of data. Python is a multi-domain,
high-level, programming language. It's often used as a scripting language because
of its forgiving syntax and operability with a wide variety of different eco-systems.
Python has powerful standard libraries or toolkits such as Pylearn2 and Hebel,
which offers a fast, reliable, cross-platform environment for data analysis. With this
book, we will get you started with Python data analysis and show you what its
advantages are. The book starts by introducing the principles of data analysis and
supported libraries, along with NumPy basics for statistic and data processing. Next
it provides an overview of the Pandas package and uses its powerful features to
solve data processing problems. Moving on, the book takes you through a brief
overview of the Matplotlib API and some common plotting functions for DataFrame
such as plot. Next, it will teach you to manipulate the time and data structure, and
load and store data in a file or database using Python packages. The book will also
teach you how to apply powerful packages in Python to process raw data into pure
and helpful data using examples. Finally, the book gives you a brief overview of
machine learning algorithms, that is, applying data analysis results to make
decisions or build helpful products, such as recommendations and predictions
using scikit-learn. Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide
to get you familiar with data analysis and the libraries supported by Python. Topics
are explained with real-world examples wherever required.

Essential Facts and Tables
This unique reference is intended to help users learn SolidWorks on their own with
little or no outside help. Unlike other books of its kind, it begins at a very basic
level and ends at a fairly advanced level. It has been updated to include all new
features of SolidWorks 2010 - 2011. And it's perfect for anyone enrolled in
Engineering and Technology programs, as well as professionals interested in
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learning SolidWorks.

Grant Management: Funding for Public and Nonprofit Programs
This text takes a comprehensive approach to external funding for public and
nonprofit agencies. Beginning with the search for funding and developing
programs, it leads the reader through the technical steps of preparing an
application, explaining the process used to make decisions, key aspects of grant
management, and concluding with a summary of important factors directly
pertaining to grant funds. Important Notice:The digital edition of this book is
missing some of the images or content found in the physical edition

Machine Designers Reference
"The Lean Entrepreneur" banishes the "Myth of the Visionary" and shows you how
you can implement proven, actionable techniques to create products and disrupt
existing markets on your way to entrepreneurial success. This guide combines the
concepts of customer insight, rapid experimentation, and actionable data from the
Lean Startup methodology to allow individuals, teams, or even entire companies to
solve problems, create value, and ramp up their vision quickly and efficiently.

Pinewood Derby Speed Secrets
Offers a wealth of tips and techniques to implement and improve management
skills by providing helpful checklists, diagrams, flow charts, and photographs

The Powers
WINNER of the 2006 RT Bookclub Magazine Reviewer's Choice Award! Award
Winning and a Recommended Read, Historical Medieval Romance from NYT
Bestselling Author Michelle M. Pillow Vladamir of Kessen, Duke of Lakeshire Castle,
is feared as a demon in the land of Wessex. The kings have granted him a title of
nobility in exchange for his part as a political prisoner. Discontent, he bides his
time in his new home until war will once again rip through the land. But boredom
soon turns to pleasure as the daughter of his most hated enemy is left for dead at
his castle gate. Now the monster bides his time plotting revenge. Lady Eden of
Hawks' Nest doesn't know what to think of the man who saved her life, but she
can't wrench her thoughts away. His words are those of a tyrant, true to his vicious
reputation, but his touch is that of a man, stirring passion when there should only
be fear. It would seem the infamous monster is not as monstrous as he appears.
Genres: Medieval Historical, European, Viking, Nobility, Romance, Revenge
Romance, historical romance, beauty and the beast, fairy tale, damaged hero,
action and adventure, alpha male, bad boy hero, dark romance, hero knight,
gothic, legends, romantic adventure Length: Long Novel Plus Heat Level: Hot

Old Man on Campus
Do you have a nagging feeling that your monitoring needs improvement, but you
just aren’t sure where to start or how to do it? Are you plagued by constant,
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meaningless alerts? Does your monitoring system routinely miss real problems?
This is the book for you. Mike Julian lays out a practical approach to designing and
implementing effective monitoring—from your enterprise application down to the
hardware in a datacenter, and everything between. Practical Monitoring provides
you with straightforward strategies and tactics for designing and implementing a
strong monitoring foundation for your company. This book takes a unique vendorneutral approach to monitoring. Rather than discuss how to implement specific
tools, Mike teaches the principles and underlying mechanics behind monitoring so
you can implement the lessons in any tool. Practical Monitoring covers essential
topics including: Monitoring antipatterns Principles of monitoring design How to
build an effective on-call rotation Getting metrics and logs out of your application

Craved (Book #10 in the Vampire Journals)
Farmer Worth discovers that a special tree on his farm produces different kinds of
money, depending on what animal fertilizer he uses.

Once Upon a Dime
This much anticipated collection of stories, written by Oxford University Fellow and
Pain Scientist, Dr GL Moseley, provides an entertaining and informative way to
understand modern pain biology. Described by critics as 'a gem' and by clinicians
as 'entertaining and educative', Painful Yarns is a unique book. The stories, some
of his travels in outback Australia, some of experiences growing up, are great
yarns. At the end of each story, there is a section "so what has this got to do with
pain?" in which Lorimer uses the story as a metaphor for some aspect of pain
biology. The level of the pain education is appropriate for patients and health
professionals. The entertainment is good for everyone. You don't have to be
interested in pain to get something from this book and a laugh or two!
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